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Isometric overview model 1-50

Figure ground plan with Langstrassen, Zurich (orig. 1-1000)
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Evening view from Kernstrasse

25m

Showroom of the Gallery at Kernstrasse - Exhibited are the metal furnitures by artists, in this case by Donald Judd - The Lighting is an homage to Dan Flavin

Showroom on Kernstrasse

Innovation lab

Showroom in the backyard with library
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Longitudinal section with construction (orig. 1-20)
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First floor plan (orig. 1-50)
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View from the catwalk into the innovation lab

View over the smoking rooftops from the outlooks public bar
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The machines of the the Innovation lab are working day and night
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Entrance to Showroom at Kernstrasse with public loggia

MEETING ROOM

Entrée showroom Langstr. with view into backyard and up to the catwalk

Old foundry workshop with intrusion of the meeting room
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Longitudinal elevation / Right side: Section through old foundry and the meeting room (orig. 1-100)

Model 1:200, coated in iron oxide

Peeking out to Kernstr. and Langstr.

From Kernstr.

Stairs outlook

Entrance showroom Kernstrasse with drive-in

Entrance innovation lab with neighbouring gardens

Outdoor space in the backyard with artwork by Richard Deacon

